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The Plan 
“WCO may be described as a syntactic configuration in which pronouns cannot be interpreted 
as coconstrued with certain kinds of displaced or quantified antecedents. If it is correct to say 
that (a) the blocking of this coconstrual does not seem logically required, (b) the effect is 
syntactically conditioned, (c) the effect is widespread in the world’s languages, and (d) it 
does not appear to arise from instruction, then it is reasonable to assume that the WCO effect 
is a peculiar consequence of the human language capacity and a clue to the structure of that 
capacity” (Safir, 2016) 

 
(1)  Canonical weak crossover violations 
   a. * Who1 did [his1 book make t1 ultra-rich] 
   b.  i. [whose1 book]2 [t2 made him1 ultra-rich] 
     ii. who1 [ t1’s book made him1 ultra-rich] 
   c. * I cannot stand any author who1 [his1 book made t1 ultra-rich]  
   d. I cannot stand any author [whose1 book]2 [ t2 made him1 ultra-rich]]  
   e. i.  At least a technician inspected every plane 
     ii. Every plane1 [a technician inspected t1] 
   f.  i. Its pilot inspected every plane 
     ii. * Every plane1 [its1 pilot inspected t1] 
     Covert scope shifting operations behave just like overt wh-movement. 
     There is a strong parallelism between WCO and Strong Crossover/Principle C  
     Effects 
(2)  Goals 
   a.  Dynamic Semantics may have non-trivial consequences for WCO. A certain  
     version of it, arguably independently justifiable, enables us to do away with  
     Crossover specific constraints. 
   b. Road map. 
     i.  Review the basics of the DRT/DS-based approaches to indefinites.  
     ii. Review the basic generalizations and the standard syntactic positions on  
       WCO 
     iii.  There are a few semantically explicit approaches to WCO, e.g. Jacobson  
       (1999, 2000), Büring (2004). It may be useful to start from some of these  
       approaches, look at their architecture and get a sense of where they may  
       improved. 
     iv.  Choose a particular version of DS, providing some arguments for it. 
     v. Show how such a version of DS derives the basic cases of WCO, while  
       eliminating some of the problems that standard syntactic and semantic  
       approaches face. 
(3) The idea in a nutshell 
     In the traditional (Tarskian) approach binding is intertwined with scope  
     assignment: 
     a. i. Sue likes every cat à Every cat lxi [ Sue likes xi] 
      ii. Everyone likes his cat à everyone lxi [ x likes xi’s cat] 
     The signature of DS, on the other hand is the binding in (b), which requires an  
     extension of the traditional Tarskian apparatus: 
     b. A mani walked in. Hei was very tall. 
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If we accept that (b) indeed requires an extension of the Tarkian approach, we can 
proceed in two ways 
(c) i.  Keep the machinery for (b) separate from that for (a). 
  ii.  Mesh them together into one device 
Chierchia (1995), Dekker (2012) are examples of (i); G&S (94) are an example of 
(ii).  
Here is the main idea. Assume that traces can only be interpreted as in (b) and 
pronouns only as in (a) (= we keep the mechanisms separate). If pronouns are bound 
only as in (b), they can never be A’-bound by something like a l. Hence, Crossover 
issues would just never arise. To say that pronouns can only be bound as in (b) is to 
say that they have to pick their referent the dynamic way across an and or an if-
clause. I call this the “Quasi-Indexicality” hypothesis on the nature of pronouns. 
Here is a quote from Dekker, which can be seen as a formulation/endorsement of 
the Quasi-Indexicality hypothesis: 
“Pronouns are essentially indexical…devices to refer to contextually given 
entities…And when I say that a pronoun refers to a contextually given entity, I 
mean it relates to something that is ‘given’ at its point of occurrence…by an 
expression that literally occurs to the left of the pronoun’s occurrence in a formula”  
(Dekker 2012, p. 17) 

 
 
Indefinites, Review of Basics: the birth of DRT   

  
I. Prologue  
(1) Typical properties of indefinites 
 Have an $-quantificational import (esp. in episodic contexts) 

a. A/some doctor complained 
Are natural in presentational/existential sentences 

 b. i. There is a doctor/*the doctor that I would like to talk to 
   doctors 
     ii. There are some doctors that I would like to talk to 
   two doctors 
     iii. * most/every/both,… 
 c. Admit predicative uses 
  i. J is a doctor 
  ii. Those are two friends of mine 
 d. Quasi-universal construals in generic uses 
  i. A dog barks 
  ii. Two mice fight, when in captivity 
  iii. Two people can lift this table 
 e. Polarity sensitive/epistemic indefinites 
  i. I didn’t see anyone 
  ii. You may read any of those books 
  iii. some student or other was looking for you  
(2) Pre-DRT: Indefinites as Generalized Quantifiers 
 a. a man è   i.  lP [MAN Ç P ¹Æ] 

ii. lP$x [MAN(x)  Ù P(x)] 
b. a man walked by è i. [MAN Ç WALKED BY ¹Æ] 
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     ii. $x [MAN(x)  Ù WALKED BY(x)] 
(3) The problem of quantificational variability. 

a. (Context: which representative can we get in touch with?) 
A Texan is available 

b. A Texan is tall   [Carlson 1977] 
c. A Texan is often tall  
e.   A Texan is never tall  [rarely, always, usually,…] 

(4) Long distance scope 
 (Most) indefinites can be scoped out of scope islands 

a. Every student read every paper that a/a certain/some famous linguist wrote 
Natural reading: "student $ linguist "paper 

b. If a relative of mine/two relatives of mine dies/die, I get rich 
$ x relative of mine [ x dies Þ I get rich] 

II. Classical Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp 1981, Heim 1982, Ch. 2) 
(5)  Anaphora without C-command. 
 a. [No advisee]i believes that hei is treated fairly. 
 b. * Every professor that was assigned [no advisee]i has had an interview with  

himi. 
c. Every professor that was assigned  [an advisee]i has had an interview with 

himi  
Even though an advisee occurs in a scope island, it happily co-varies with the 
pronoun; also its quantificational force is an issue. 

d. Not (just) a problem of scope locality: 
i. "x [[PROF(x) Ù $y AD(y) Ù assigned(x,y)] ® interview (x,y)] 

The last occurrence of y is unbound 
ii. $y [AD(y) Ù "x [PROF(x) Ù assigned(x,y)] ® interview (x,y)] 

“Specific indefinite” reading 
iii. "y "x [[PROF(x) Ù AD(y) Ù assigned(x,y)] ® will soon meet again (x,y)] 

(6)  Discourse Sequencing and Coordination 
a. *John introduced [every new faculty]i to the chair, and Bill introduced himi to 

the dean. 
b. *John introduced [every new faculty]i to the chair. Bill introduced himi to the  

dean. 
c.  John introduced [a new faculty]i to the chair, and Bill introduced himi to the  
 dean. 
d.   John introduced [a new faculty]i to the chair. Bill introduced himi to the dean. 
e. In the good old days, John would introduce [a new faculty]i to the chair, and 

Bill  would introduce himi to the dean. 
(7) If/when clauses 
 a. If John owns [a donkey]i, he beats iti with a stick. 
 b. *If John owns [no donkey]i, he want iti. 
 c. Yesterday, John was in a bad mood. Whenever a student dropped in to chat, he  

 would send him away/rarely welcome him. 
 Non generic when-clauses? 

(8)  Quantificational Variability with if-clauses. 
 a. If an Italian is tall, he is always blond ≈ every tall Italian is blond 
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 b. Usually, if an Italian is tall, he is blond ≈ most tall Italians are blond 
 c. Often, if an Italian is tall, he is blond ≈ many tall Italians are blond 
 d. Sometimes, if an Italian is tall, he is blond ≈ some tall Italians are blond 
(9) Accessibility 
 a. Usually, if an anti animal-rights person owns [a donkey]i, iti gets abused 
 b. *Usually, if every anti animal-rights person owns [a donkey]i, iti gets beaten 

c. John met a farmer who had [a donkey]i and examined iti 
 d. *John met every farmer who had [a donkey]i and examined iti 

e. Always, if John sees a woman with [a hat]i, he stares at iti 
 f. *Always, if John sees every woman with [a hat]i, he stares at iti 
(10)  Anaphora across unaccessible domains. 
 a. Every chess set comes with [a spare pawn]i. Iti is taped under the box     
 b. * John has [a car]i or Bill saw iti 
 c. Either Morrill Hall doesn't have [a bathroom]i or iti is in a funny place. 
 d. ??John doesn't have [a car]i. Paul has iti. 
 e. John doesn't have [a car]i anymore. Paul has iti  
 Then there is plural anaphora… 
(11) The axioms of classical DRT 

 a. Indefinites have no quantificational force of their own. They are like variables.  
 b. The quantificational force of indefinites is determined by the first structurally  

 accessible binder. Binders are "unselective".  
 c. A binder Q sets up a tripartite structure of the form Q[A][B] 
 d. A rule of existential closure assigns existential force to indefinites that are not  
 otherwise quantified. [i. at the text level ; ii. in he scope of an operator] 
 f. Novelty condition: variables associated with indefinites must be “novel.” 
(12)  Discourse sequencing 
 a. A man walked in. He turned on the light. 

i. man(x) Ù walked in (x)  
ii.   man(x) Ù walked in (x) Ù turned on the light (x) 
iii.  $x [man(x) Ù walked in (x) Ù turned on the light (x)] 
b. The novelty condition. 
iv. I bought a car from Bill and sold a house to John 
v. * $i [I bought a a cari from Bill and sold a housei to John] 

(13) Conditionals 
a. If an Italian is tall, he is always blond 
b. ALWAYS x [italian(x) Ù tall(x)][blond(x)] [rarely, usually, etc.] 
c. An Italian is tall 
d. �  [Italian (x)][tall(x)] 
e. "x,w [Cw0(w) Ù Italian w (x) Ù Dw(x)][tall w(x)] 

C = accessibility relation; D = presuppositions of main predicate [More later] 
 

f. Novelty in conditionals 
i. If a student was smart, I would usually take the bright young person as an  
    advisee  
ii. If a student was smart, I would usually take a bright young person as an as  
    an advisee 
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(14) Implementation.: LF construal rules 
 a. a man owns a donkey. He beats it with a stick. 
 è A man1 a donkey2 [t1 owns t2]. A stick3 [ he1 beats it2 with t3] 
 è $1,2,3 [A man1 a donkey2 [t1 owns t2]. A stick3 [ he1 beats it2 with t3]] 

c. John doesn’t own a car 
è doesn’t a cari [ John owns ti] 
è doesn’t $i  a cari [ John owns ti] 

 c. If a man owns a donkey, he (rarely/etc.) beats it with a stick 
 è [If a man1 a donkey2 [t1 owns t2]][ a stick3 [ he1 rarely beats it2 with t3]] 
 è rarely[If a man1 a donkey2 [t1 owns t2]][ a stick3 [he1 rarely beats it2 with t3]] 
 è rarely1,2 [If a man1 a donkey2 [t1 owns t2]][ a stick3 [he1 rarely beats it2 with t3]] 
 è rarely1,2  [If a man1 a donkey2 [t1 owns t2]] 
   $3[ a stick3 [ he1 rarely beats it2 with t3]] 
 The semantics is standard: 

d. g satisfies (b) iff there are few assignements g’ » [1,2] g such that g’  
satisfies the antecedent of (b) and for some g’’ » g’[3], g” satisfies  
the consequent of (b). 

(14bis) Kamp-style Logical Forms for (14a, c) 
 a. [x,y,z   man(x), donkey(y), own(x,y), stick(z), beat-with(x,y,z)] 
 c. [x,y   man(x), donkey(y), own(x,y)][z stick(z), beat-with(x,y,z)] 
 d. [x,y   man(x), donkey(y), own(x,y)] ÞQ[z stick(z), beat-with(x,y,z)] 
 
III. Problems and developments 
(15) Proportions 
 a. most farmers that have a donkey beat it 

d. MOST x, y [farmer(x) Ù donkey(y) Ù have(x, y)][ beat(x, y)] 
Farmers Donkeys 
   a1   d1, …, d10 
   a2  d11 
   a3  d12 
   a4  d13 

e. Two men have a donkey 
i. $x,y[ two menx donkeyx [ x has y]] 
ii. $x $y[men(x) Ù 2(x) Ù donkey(y) Ù have (x,y)] 
iii. Two meni DISTj/i $k[ donkeyk [j own k]] 

f. i. There are at most two men that bought a donkey 
iii. * $i,j [at most two meni a donkeyj [ i bought j] 

g. i.  If a painter paints a village, it is usually pretty   [you count villages] 
ii. If a painter paints in a village, he is usually into landscapes   
    [you count painters] 

(16) Generalized quantifiers 
a. Tomorrow I will meet a new colleague and every first year student 
b. A flag was hanging in front of every windows and some doors 
c. [every window and some doors] [a flag was hanging in front of t] 
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d. lP[ EVERY (WINDOW, P)]  Ç  lP [ SOME (DOOR, P)] 
e. lP[ EVERY (WINDOW, P)]  Ç  lP [ DOOR(x) Ù P(x)] 
 but when and how does $–closure apply? 
f. Can at least non indefinite DPs have a uniform type?  

i.   every man è a set of properties 
ii. every man who has a donkey è a set of 2-place relations 
iii. every man who lent a book to a student è a set of 3-place relations 

g. [DP [DPevery farmer that keeps an animal in a barn] and, in general,  
[DPeveryone who has a pet]] must care for it 

h. What happens in there-sentences? 
i. There is the book on the table 
ii. There is a book on the table 
If both the book and a book introduce variables, how do we account for the 
Definiteness Effect? (cf. Heim 1987). 

(17)     "- vs $-readings of the pronoun. 
a. Every farmer that owns a donkey owns its offsprings 
b. Every driver who has a dime puts it in the meter 

(18) Pushing DRT further: Diesing (1992)’s mapping hypothesis. 
 There is no text-level $-closure; $-closure applies at the VP level.  

a. i. If a painter lives in a village, it is usually pretty 
ii. If painters live in villages, they are usually pretty 

b. USUALLYi  [ a villagei $j [VP a painterj lives in ti]] [ iti is pretty] 
BPs and singular indefinites both introduce variables in need of a binder. 
In order to get a $-reading the subject of the if-clause in (a) must be reconstructed  

(19) Individual level vs. stage level predicates  (Carlson 1977) 
 a. i. * John is often/sometimes/typically tall 
    ii. John is often/sometimes/ typically available 
 b. i. A fireman is tall  ii. Firemen are tall "-reading (‘generic’) 
 c. Firemen are available 
 i. There are firemen that are currently available $, episodic 
 ii. In general, there are firemen who are available  $, generic 
 iii. All firemen are generally available  ", generic 
 d. Diesing’s (and Kratzer’s) account 
  i. i-level predicates lack a Davidsonian argument 
  ii. i-level predicates and s-level predicates have different structures: 
   [firemen are  [VP PRO tall]]  vs [firemen are  [VP firemen available]] 
(20) Consequences 
 a. (19d.i) immediately accounts for the contrast in (19a.i) 
 b. [firemen are  [VP PRO tall]]    ® . Gnx [firemenx are  [VP PRO tall]] 
  No reconstruction possible. So no $-reading of any kind arises. The free  
  variable associated with the subject must somehow be bound. The insertion of  
  Gn does that. 

c. [firemen are  [VP firemen available]]  
i. [firemen are  $x[VP firemenx available]]    

    reconstruction is possible 
   ii. Gnt[firemen are  $x[VP firemenx availablet]]   
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    Gn can be inserted (and bind the event argument of available) 
  iii. Gnx[firemenx are  $t[VP  x availablet]] 
    The subject can be interpreted upstairs, and wind up in the restriction of Gn,  
    where it gets a universal interpretation. 
(21) The German facts 
 a. weil     ja doch [Feuerwehrmänner verfügbar sind]   $ 
    because PRT      firemen                  available are 
 b. weil Feuerwehrmänner ja doch [Feuerwehrmänner verfügbar sind] "   
 c. * weil     ja doch [Feuerwehrmänner intelligent sind]    
          because PRT    firemen               intelligent are 
 d. i. weil Feuerwehrmänner ja doch [intelligent sind]   " 
  ii. weil Feuerwehrmänner ja doch [ PRO intelligent sind] 
 These facts also follow, under the assumption that S-structure in German fixes  
 scope. 
(22) Open issues 
 a. Discourse binding is blocked. Must use a different strategy. 
  A mani $i [VP a mani walked in]. He…. 
 b. i-level predicates do display phenomena usually associated with Davidsonian  
  arguments. And it is not obvious that whenever this happens, they are re- 
  analyzed as s-level predicates. 
  i. John was intelligent Þ John is no longer alive  (‘lifespan’ effect) 
  i. John was intelligent before the accident   
  ii. John’s intelligence 
  iii. Republicans are intelligent [with respect to what they care for] [in many  
   different ways] 
   Notice that the two modifiers in (iii) display the typical behaviour of  
   intersective modifiers (generally associated with event-modification) and still  
   the subject can only be construed universally. 
 c. The proportion problem again (DP-modifier version): 
    i. Most menj that $i [VP have a donkeyi]… 
   Nothing should prevent moving the object outside of the VP, yielding the  
   wrong result: 

ii. Mostj,i  menj that[  tj a donkeyi $ [VP have a donkeyi]]… 
 d. s-level and i-level predicates can be coordinated 
  i. John is [PRO intelligent ] and [John available] 
  ii. John [VP PRO knows many languages] but [VP doesn’t John speak them] 
  These coordinations should be violations of the ATB constraint on extraction. 
 e. BPs and singular indefinites have very different properties in episodic  

 sentences: 
i. John didn’t feed a rabbit  two readings 
ii. John didn’t feed rabbits  one reading 
iii. John killed a rabbit repeatedly  only wide scope for a rabbit 
iv. John killed rabbits repeatedly  only narrow scope for rabbits 

  Difficult to account for these contrasts (which are cross-linguistically very  
  stable), if these two types of indefinites both simply introduce a variable. 
 
Readings: Kamp (1981), Heim (1982, Ch. 2), Chierchia (1995, Ch.1) 
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